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I was contacted by a JICA staff at Makerere sociology department as one who 
comes from the Jopadhola tribe in Tororo and an undergraduate student of 
sociology to work with a Japanese PhD student. He was cleared by The Uganda 
National Council for Science and Technology and President s Office to conduct 
the study.  
We conducted this study in west Budama County in Tororo District in all 
the sub counties in the two political constituencies of Budama North and 
Budama South.  
The researcher previously used participant observation as a method of 
research and much more of a qualitative nature. He stayed and worked on his 
research by living with the people and learning about the people culture and 
customs especially way of life. 
The study conducted used much more a qualitative approach which is a 
general way of thinking about conducting qualitative research. It describes, either 
explicitly or implicitly, the purpose of the qualitative research, the role of the 
researcher(s), the stages of research, and the method of data analysis.  
Originally there was very little trust as new people met and as we continued 
working together the closeness increased to the level of sharing emails and 
constantly sharing information and answering questions from time to time.  
The researcher originally had used very basic educated people to conduct 
research until when a sociologist was sought who changed some things. More 
funding should have been obtained which was translated into the remuneration 
of the research assistants.  
Methodology changed where sampling was done and the scope of 
respondents was now much bigger covering the entire tribal land of the west 
Budama in Uganda (Jopadhola tribe) because the researcher was using a vehicle 
to move around which somewhat expensive was compared to the bicycle he used 
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at the beginning.  
As a sociologist who wanted a thorough outcome of the study and to get 
some meaningful outputs, I introduced the following into this research project. 
1. Key informant interviews using snowball method 
2. FGDs  
3. Documentary reviews  
4. Observation 
All the above mentioned methods were not exhaustive for the study but because 
we had not agreed upon with the researcher which methods to follow but I was 
given the opportunity to steer the direction of the study which I will need a 
clarification from him what he thought while I did what I did aware that he was 
far at a higher level in the field of academics and research.  
We used tape recording and transcribed into books which was done using 
voice recorders procured by the researcher and at every research period the 
gargets became better and superior. There was a graduation from single tape 
recorders to minidisk reorders and to VHS video handy camcorder which made 
it more historical. 
Work was not the only thing we shared and in some instances we shared 
some jokes about our private lives. I shared my religious life with the researcher 
who first told me he had feelings for the catholic faith but later on he brought 
me a soft copy of many photos of the religion back at home in Japan. 
As we moved there were challenges of bad roads, tire bursts, getting stuck 
in the mad People asking for money to push the vehicle especially when they saw 
the researcher as a . 
One time a brother (Professor Otiti) to one of the subjects (Hon: Oboth 
Ofumbi (RIP)) in the study was angry with us on the abstract presented to him 
about the perception of the village people about one member of their family and 
threatened to sue however we sought the company of one professor of history 
department at Makerere who arranged a meeting to sort out the misconception. 
This was done very well and we agreed to put it aside and continue with the 
research. This calls for connections as points of influence and for strategic 
reasons.  
Neighbours till recently come to beg for help from the researcher and 
present their problems for financial assistance because according to them a 
foreign person has a lot of money and therefore he is financially very stable to 
solve people s needs. Most of the times some are sent away by the guest house 
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caretaker who manages the guest house and learning centre (Macarena). 
The researcher must have felt at home because of the warm relationship 
between Ugandan and Japanese based on some concrete episodes.  
He co-opted some other two graduates from Makerere University and the 
team grew to 4 and the more work was done together. 
The researcher employed us and paid us for the times he always came to 
Uganda and we recognize the contribution as unemployed graduates at the time 
we got finances that helped us move on with life. 
The researcher always wrote a letter of introduction for the research 
assistant for working together explaining the scope and time involved to the 
wider body of To Whom It May Concern some of which gave the assistants an 
opportunity to carry out research with other organisations and personally I used 
the letter for opening an account with Barclays Bank in Kampala in 2002 my first 
savings account after University the one that I use for receiving salary at the 
organization where I work.  
Today I have obtained some cross cultural experience that is worth and it 
has changed my thinking. I feel better exposed than I was and I get along with 
people because of the experience of meeting four other Japanese through the 
association with Umeya. Today I correspond with several programme officers 
around the world I know dos and don ts when dealing with other people and 
issues of culture shock are non-issues to me in my foreign country travels. 
In my recent visit to the kingdom of Cambodia I was a tourist attraction. 
An international conference with only 4 blacks.  
I think in their perception they were looking at a baboon, many wanted to 
take photos with me and asking me about elephants and lions in Africa and 
many motorists in Phnom Penh kept slowing their vehicles and glancing at me 
with a lot of debates in their minds. I did not get angry I just remembered how 
people could look at the researcher I used to move with at home.  
I remember one bad moment the researcher got angry when one of the 
members of the team (Arthur international man) used the hired vehicle without 
asking him which was misbehaviour on our part. I saw Umeya very angry and 
almost pale. 
The questions I have till date is the huge value of investment that has been 
put since the researcher started conducting the study in Uganda and what the 
outcomes will be translated to the Japanese people.
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